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The Thermozyklus room control integrated
in your switch program –
elegant, simple, efficient!

Your sensor,
ready to use!

Your switch program – with the THZ room control inside!
You have just picked out a switch range for your home or your new office, and it is now time to think about
the heating control and what kind of thermostats you want to install. But all room thermostats are not equal.
First, technology will make the difference, as reducing temperature variations by one degree allows 6% energy
savings. Also, you wish optimal comfort without being reminded all the time of the heating control. Finally,
everything needs to look nice and remain as discreet as possible.
What can be easier then than integrating the room sensors in the switch program of your choice. This way,
both fit well together and no one even notices the room control. Orders are given via the central unit or
smartphone/iPhone/PC/tablet. And you can simply relax and forget about the heating.
The thermocyclic individual room control ensures your optimal comfort and you can spend your time taking
care of more important things.
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Your
solution?

Some of the already existing RS-D versions. What does yours look like?

How does it work?
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You choose your switch program and your installer
sends us a blind hood of your program with its frame
and housing. We check if we can integrate our components. (We need free surface on the back of the hood
and some space in the housing).
And as you can see it above, ready-to-use solutions
already exist, more and more every day.
With your installer, we take care of everything else –
It’s that simple!
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The RS-D perfectly fits in the Thermozyklus room
control. It measures the temperature & transmits the
information to the central unit via its 2 wire bus cable.
The central unit collects the data and controls the
corresponding actuators accordingly. Settings can be
done on the central unit or via App or PC.
The electronics
inside

Your sensor,
ready to use!
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Machined switch
with sensor

The application field of the RS-D is wide, and it is not
only designed for individuals. It is also suitable for the
implementation in public buildings, for instance in the
antivandalizing version.

